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With spring in full bloom, recruiters are gearing up for
one of their busiest seasons of the year. While career
fairs, on-campus events, and in-person interviews are
typically common practices, COVID-19 is reshaping
how employers go about recruiting.
Instead of in-person events and interviews, more
and more companies are taking a new approach to
recruiting—they’re going entirely digital. This includes
sending messages on recruiting platforms like
Handshake, hosting videoconference interviews, and
onboarding new hires remotely.

If you’re new to virtual recruiting or just trying to
navigate this new landscape, we’re here to help. We’ve
curated a list of best practices for virtual onboarding to
make the process engaging, straightforward, and
stress-free. Be sure to check out our holistic guide to
recruiting from home, too!
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1. Give recruits what they need to be successful
As with in-person onboarding, your new hire will still
need to fill out their paperwork, acquire necessary
equipment, and meet the team. We’ll show you how to
achieve this virtually.
Gather the basics
Remote employees will require equipment such as a
laptop, monitor, and headset. You can also send them
welcome swag such as a branded mug or tee. To do so,
however, you’ll need to get all the new hire’s information, including their email address, phone number, and
home address. Once you have their confirmed start
date, make sure to mail everything they’ll need to get
started a few days in advance so they can set up their
workspace (and you don’t have to delay their start
date).
Complete their documentation
For businesses working with consumers, employees, or
organizations outside of their headquarters, virtual
document signing is nothing new. These companies
have utilized software like DocuSign to send paperwork
for years. You can do the same with your new hire.
Upload all your new hire paperwork into a signing
software and use your new hire’s email address to send
them everything they need to sign before their start
date.

Be sure to check in
Remote work is new to many students and recent
grads, so be sure to check in throughout the onboarding process to make sure things run smoothly. A few
days before their start date, send an email to the new
hire’s personal email with instructions on how to log on
to their laptop and company email. You can also
include instructions on how to log in to your secured
network or VPN, if needed.
We also suggest scheduling a video check-in or
sending a separate email detailing their first day. Who
will they meet? What tasks are they expected to
complete prior to day one? What time are they expected to log on every day? This is a great way to make sure
you’re both on the same page and ease their mind
about this new way of working.
Make them feel like part of the team and answer any
questions your new hire may have to help reassure
them as they get acquainted with their new remote
role.

Tip: Have their hiring manager send them a handwritten note with their equipment
to welcome your new hire and make them feel like a valued member of the team.
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2. Get to know your new hire
Building a relationship can be a challenging feat when
it’s done virtually, but these tips will help you build that
rapport and trust with your new hire.
Set clear expectations
One of the most concerning aspects about working
remotely is the uncertainty that can come with it.
Eliminate this fear by laying out everything your new
hire needs to know to be successful in their new role.
Set expectations around meetings they need to attend
weekly or monthly, what collaboration tools they’ll need
to communicate with the team, the hours they are
expected to work, how to participate in daily standups,
and anything else that’s expected of them.
Checklists are a great way to set expectations! Make a
list of tasks to complete their first week, month, and so
on. Make sure that your checklist is thorough and
complete. We also suggest sending tips for setting up
their home office, informing them of any kind of stipend
they will receive to set up their workspace, and even
the best places to get great deals on office supplies
nearby. Remember, you want to make this as seamless
as possible for your new hire.

Meet the team
Your new hire may not have met their teammates in
person, but that doesn’t mean they can’t interact with
them online. Inform your new employee on how to set
up meetings with their teammates, so they can get to
know everyone and understand how they’ll interact. It’s
always nice to put a face to a name, so we suggest
using videoconferencing software for virtual
face-to-face meetings. If your new employee is unfamiliar with the software, be prepared to walk them
through how to set it up.
Schedule important meetings
In addition to setting up a new hire’s first week, it’ll be
helpful to send them invites to recurring meetings. For
example, if there’s a monthly all-hands or a weekly
standup, make sure to include them on the invite so
they don’t miss out on important cross-functional
meetings. Work with their manager and team to get
these sent out and include any HR meetings, trainings,
and other standard onboarding meetings they’ll need
to participate in.

Tip: Make sure the employee knows how long they’ll be working remotely or that
they will be expected to go into the office once it opens back up.

3. Train new hires on how to use collaboration software
Collaboration tools are vital to the success of remote workers. These tools enable teams to communicate, share files
and project plans, schedule meetings, and more.
Put on your ‘teacher hat’
When checking in with the newest member of your team, make sure you get an idea of their familiarity with the
collaboration tools you use. Provide documentation on how to sign in, get started, and actually use the tool prior
to their first day. This will allow them to play around with the tool beforehand, so come day one, they’re ready to go!
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Grant them access
Collaboration tools are great, but only if you have access to them. If your company has strict permissions or requires
licenses for the software you use, make sure you grant access as needed. They shouldn’t get denied when they try
to log in. In case there are problems, however, we suggest giving your new hire the steps to take to contact IT.
Allow them to drive their onboarding
Lighten your load by encouraging new hires to drive their own onboarding process. The easiest way to do this
is by creating a “getting started” checklist for them to work off. What tools do they need to download by the end
of the first week? What Slack channels do they need to join? When do documents need to be signed? Who do they
need to schedule meetings with? By creating tasks that they can do on their own, you not only give them control
of their onboarding, but you free up your time as well.

Tip: Offer to conduct tests with your new hire to ensure software is working.
For example, have them send you a message on Slack to ensure they understand
how it works and that it is indeed working.

4. Make culture a priority
Culture can include anything from end-of-day happy
hours to lunch n’ learns to living out a mission statement
throughout the workday. However, when working
remotely, it can be difficult to portray the culture that
makes your office unique. Incorporate some of the tips
below to assure team members that culture is still
important, both in and out of the office.
Start from the beginning
Make your new remote employees feel like they really
are part of the team from day one. Easy ways to do this
include hosting a first-day lunch. Let them know that
they will be able to expense lunch and encourage them
to buy something delicious to enjoy while on a video call
with their team. Once they join the meeting, they can get
to know their teammates and your team can get to know
your new hire. You can also set up a meeting between all
your new hires so they can talk about how they’re
feeling, get to know fellow new hires, and feel like they’re
part of a group.

Build unity through software
With so many collaboration tools available, it’s easy to
stay connected. Messaging apps, for example, allow
team members to easily communicate with each other,
send funny GIFs, and get stuff done. Videoconferencing
software allows for more team bonding and is a great
way to host virtual culture events. Is it an employee’s
birthday? Host a virtual birthday party! We really like
themed days where everyone dresses up as a
superhero. The options are truly endless.
At Handshake, we recently hosted a company-wide
talent show to give employees a chance to show off
their non-work-related talents and offered employees
an opportunity to bond ‘outside of the workplace’.
With 85% of our company attending, the virtual show
was truly a success!
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Have them introduce themselves
What better way to get to know a new hire than by
having them personally introduce themselves? At
Handshake, we encourage new employees to say hello
during our all-hands meeting. We also ask them to
contribute their favorite book to our learning library, as
well as send a photo and short biography to our
#new-hires channel on Slack.
Provide resources
Starting a new job is scary enough, but doing it
remotely can also be overwhelming. Make your new
hire feels comfortable and put their mind at ease by
providing them with the resources they’ll need to be
successful.
Show new hires where they can find your mission
statement, what it means to work at your company, and
anything else that embodies your values.

Employee resource groups (ERG) are also a great
resource to connect employees with like-minded
peers outside of their immediate team. If you have an
internal messaging app with different channels based
on interests, be sure to share this with new hires, too.
Set up a buddy system
With so many new tools to learn, people to meet, and
roles and responsibilities to execute, new hires can
start to feel swamped pretty quickly. By assigning them
an onboarding buddy (or a few) who can answer
questions and make them feel welcome, you can
contribute to a positive new hire experience. Their
onboarding buddy is there to really help
a new employee settle in and get comfortable. Make
sure all new hires know who their buddies are before
day one so they can reach out with questions.

Time to execute
Virtual onboarding doesn’t have to be a pain. Onboarding is a lengthy process, but virtual onboarding can be
simple if you keep these considerations in mind. First, make sure you have a plan for how you’ll address
virtual onboarding. You’ll also want to show new hires your genuine excitement in them joining your company—this creates a positive first impression for the new hire. After this, it’s really all about executing the plan
you put together. And with these tips, you should be squared away. So, are you ready to start onboarding
virtually?
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